DIRTY BACK ROAD

8 mesures

RECKLESS
DRIVIN'
LIKE A
SPORTS CAR
GAD I
WANT YOU
LIKE A FU-U-EL ENGINE
ENERGIZED LI-INE
LIKE A ROAD
YOU-OU-OU-OU-OU RI-IDE ME E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E
LIKE A ROAD
YOU-OU-OU-OU-OU RI-IDE ME E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E

FOOT ON THE PEDAL
FEET IN THE AIR
SA-A-AND
IN MY HAIR
OH DO-O-O-O-ON'T LOOK BA-ACK
DON'T LOO-OO-OO-OOK BEHIND YOU
RECKLESS DRIVIN' ON
DIRTY BACK ROA-OA-OAD

guitare 8 mesures
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YOU-OU-OU-OU-OU RI-IDE ME E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E
LIKE A ROAD
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FOOT ON THE PEDAL
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SA-A-AND
IN MY HAIR
OH DO-O-O-O-ON'T LOOK BA-ACK
DON'T LOO-OO-OO-OOK BEHIND YOU
RECKLESS DRIVIN' ON
DIRTY BACK ROA-OA-OAD

guitare 8 mesures